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Helena Lehman has written an excellent book series, The Language of
God. The fourth installment, The Language of God in Prophecy, is a very
thorough, and well-written book.
Helena explores five new prophetic channels for the 21st century and
explains them in great detail yet keeping them documented in an easy
to understand format. Many of these prophetic channels have not been
encapsulated with such clarity before, in my opinion. The author takes
the necessary time to try to dissect complex topics into laymen's terms
with great success.
The Language of God in Prophecy also spends time shining a light on the
semi-hidden prophecies in the Psalms. Here again, Helena patiently
explains chapter after chapter in detailed fashion.
Helena elaborates on the Great Pyramid, which she calls the Pillar of
Enoch. She believes that Enoch was inspired by his Creator to design it.
For certain, the Great Pyramid and the Great Sphinx are incredibly
complicated, awe invoking structures. However, Ms. Lehman inscribes,
in depth, the amazing purpose and skill that built the two landmarks
that make them more than monuments. They are unmovable,
unshakeable testaments to Yahweh God.
The author also has a lot of interesting and valuable information on the
prophetic aspects of the Pillar of Enoch.
Ms. Lehman's explanation of the 'Day of the Lord' is discussed with
ample scriptures and plausible answers. There are some very beautiful
illustrations throughout the book that were actually drawn by the
author.
There is so much information in The Language of God in Prophecy.
Literally, dozens of prophetic topics are examined with clear dialogue
and understandable solutions. This book has much more than you can
imagine.
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Other areas of interest include: “Does the Rapture occur before the Great Tribulation?” “What is the
United States' role in prophecy?” “Could the antichrist be on Earth today?”, and other water cooler
questions.
The author concludes the book with a return to her first book about Sacred Astronomy. Helena Lehman
is the most well versed expert on Sacred Astronomy. Her conclusions will amaze you.
This book is highly recommended, and everyone will find this book to be a fascinating read. Buy The
Language of God in Prophecy by Helena Lehman, and grab a front row seat to the unfolding future!
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